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Integrating Social Practice Theory in Agent-Based
Models: A Review of Theories and Agents

Rijk Mercuur, Virginia Dignum, Member, IEEE, and Catholijn Jonker, Member, IEEE

Abstract

Evidence-driven agent-based modelling plays a useful part in understanding social phenomena. By integrating social-cognitive
theories in our agent models we bear evidence from social and psychological research on our models for human decision-making.
Social practice theory (SPT) provides a socio-cognitive theory that emphasizes three empirically and theoretically grounded aspects
of behaviour: habituality, sociality and interconnectivity. Previous work has emphasized the importance of SPT for agents, has
made abstract models of SPT or used SPT to study energy systems. This paper provides a set of requirements for integrating
SPT in agent models and an evaluation of 11 current agent models with respect to these requirements. We find that current agent
models do not fully capture habituality, sociality or interconnectivity, nor is there a model that aims to integrate all three aspects.
For example, current models do not support context-dependent habits, do not use a comprehensive set of collective concepts and
do not support hierarchies of activities. Our evaluation allows researchers to pick one of the current agent models depending on
their needs regarding habituality, sociality and interconnectivity. Furthermore, this paper shows the usefulness of an agent model
that integrates SPT and provides requirements that help modellers to achieve this model.
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Integrating Social Practice Theory in Agent-Based
Models: A Review of Theories and Agents

I. INTRODUCTION

EVidence-driven agent-based modelling plays a useful part
in understanding social phenomena [1]–[5]. This includes

bearing evidence on human-decision making on our models
for human decision-making: agents. To utilize the evidence
of sociological and psychological research, [6] argues for
integrating socio-cognitive theories in our agent models. One
of these socio-cognitve theories, called social practice theory
(SPT), fits agent-based modeling as both study the interaction
of humans with their social environment and the direct and
indirect effect of these interactions on society. By grounding
agent models in socio-cognitive theories, and in particular on
SPT, we stand on the shoulders of years of sociological and
psychological research on modelling human decision-making.

SPT provides a theory that describes our ‘everyday doings
and sayings’ [7] and emphasizes that these so called social
practices (SPs) are habitual, social and interconnected [7]–
[10]. Our day is full of SPs: working, dining, commuting,
teaching, meeting, walking or sports. First, SPs emphasize that
behaviour is habitual [8]. For example, when one is at the
office, one habituality enacts the SP of working. Habituality
helps us to understand why it might not be so easy to fall into
the same working practice at home, how you intentionally go
to the office to trigger the practice of working or how you can
(with willpower) also develop a habit to work at home. Second,
SPs emphasize that behaviour is social [7], [9]: a practice is
not only individual but others have a similar practice. For
example, when your colleague enters your office, he or she
does not distract you but waits until the coffee break at 10.30
to discuss current matters. Sociality helps us to understand
how your colleague concludes to wait until the coffee break
based on her own practice: she believes reading is a kind of
work, work promotes productivity, the coffee break starts at
10.30 and that you believe the same. Third, SPs emphasize
that behaviour interconnected [10]. For example, your work-
commute is connected to your sport-commute and you decide
to take the car so you can do both [11]. Interconnectivity helps
us to understand how you want both your work-commute and
sport-commute to promote efficiency and therefore take the car
or how your colleague understands that reading is connected
to the practice of work and therefore promotes productivity.
In short, SPs describe our everyday decisions and help us
model the habitual, social and interconnected aspects of these
decisions.

[12], [13] call for translating socio-cognitive theories to
a domain-independent agent model to prevent researchers
from reinventing the wheel. They identify that current agent-
based models (ABMs) use similar socio-cognitive theories,
but without a general framework researchers cannot reuse,

compare or recombine these. This hampers both the efficiency
[13], [14] and the evolution of models [1]. By translating
SPT to a domain-independent agent model, we would enhance
the comparability and reusability of agent models that model
habituality, sociality and interconnectivity. However, for this
purpose, we first need to identify what is required of an agent
model that integrates SPs and if there is a gap in the current
literature on agent models given these requirements.

This paper provides a set of requirements for an agent
model that integrates SPT and verifies whether current domain-
independent agent models satisfy these requirements. Previous
work has emphasized the importance of SPT for agents [15],
has made abstract models of SPT [16] or used SPT to study
energy systems [17]. So far a review that lays out specific
requirements for integrating SPT with agent models and eval-
uates current agent models does not yet exist. Such a review is
useful for ABM researchers who are interested in integrating
SPT with ABM and want to know in more detail what
aspects SPT comprises, and what requirements these imply
for implementations. Furthermore, it allows ABM researchers
to pick one of the current agent models depending on their
needs regarding habituality, sociality and interconnectivity. For
this purpose, we distilled requirements from the literature
on SPT, agent theory and social psychology. Each aspect
(habituality, sociality and interconnectivity) is studied from
the two perspectives that ABM aims to integrate: the individ-
ual agent perspective and the collective system perspective.
We evaluated 11 agent models against the requirements we
elicited. The selection of agent models is based on the review
by [18], to which we added two more recent agent models. We
split up the models in three categories: reasoning models (PRS,
BDI, eBDI), normative models (BOID, BRIDGE, EMIL-A,
NOA, MAIA) and social-psychological models (Consumat,
PECS, Agent-0). By distilling requirements and evaluating
the three categories of models, we provide an overview of
the aspects SPT comprises and the current state-of-affairs in
integrating these aspects in ABM.

We find that habituality, sociality and interconnectivity are
empirical and theoretically grounded aspects of behaviour but
have not been fully captured by current agent models. First,
behaviour is habitual and often not conscious, voluntary or
intentional [19]–[21]. We find that habituality is reflected in
reasoning models by modelling reactivity and in the Consumat
model by the ability of agents to repeat past behaviour.
However, current agent models do not support (1) explicit
reasoning about habits, (2) context-dependent habits and (3)
individual learning concerning habits. Second, behaviour is
intrinsically social and not individual with a layer of sociality
on top of it [14], [22]–[24]. We find that sociality is some-
what reflected in models that use norms or that use social
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mechanisms (e.g., imitation), but current agent models do not
use a comprehensive set of collective concepts, nor do they
order social information around actions or relate individual
and collective concepts (e.g., habits to norms) in order to
guide interactions. For example, a normative agent model
supports reasoning about the fact that most people work, but
not that because an individual agent believes work promotes
productivity it reasons that most agents believe work promotes
productivity. Third, behaviour is interconnected: actions do
not stand alone, but are similar and influence each other [10].
We find that interconnectivity is reflected in models that use
plans, but current agent models do not model explicit relations
between activities, between each activity and each other model
concept (e,g., desires, needs, resources, locations) nor model
hierarchies of activities. In summary, although current agent
models capture some aspects of SPT, none fully captures any
of the individual aspects, nor is there a model that aims
to integrate all three empirical and theoretically grounded
aspects.

This paper shows the usefulness of a computational agent
model that integrates SPT and provides requirements that
help modellers to achieve this model. We do not argue that
the resulting model will provide a general theory of human
behaviour, but that integrating SPT is useful for agent-based
modellers because it enables new insights using mechanisms
that are based on evidence. Although it would certainly be
useful to give an exact scope of SPT and its relevance when
compared to other theories, this is rather difficult: SPT is
a high-level abstract theory, social practices theorist define
a SP in different ways, SPT is ever-expanding and merges
with other theories and the jury is still out on the so-claimed
limitations of SPT [25]. As shown by [25], SPT has given
insights in a wide and diverse range of domains: eating,
Nordic walking, teaching, learning, washing machine use,
cycling, mobility, day trading on the Nasdaq market, domestic
energy use, household waste, sustainable design, sustainable
consumption, temporalities of consumption, the work of am-
bulance paramedics or lawyers, anxiety, memory, communities
of practice, and organizational learning and knowing. An
agent model that integrates SPT will enable researchers to
use ABS to gain insights regarding habituality, sociality and
interconnectivity in a wide range of social systems.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section
II distils requirements for modelling habitual, social and
interconnected behaviour from the literature on SPT, agent
theory and social psychology. Section III provides an overview
of current agent models and review to what extent they satisfy
our requirements. Section IV discusses the consequences of the
limitations of current agent models, Turing-completeness and
the need for integration of these aspects versus a reductionist
scientific strategy. Section V concludes the paper.1

II. DISTILLING REQUIREMENTS FROM LITERATURE

Habituality, sociality and interconnectivity express that SPs
have similar properties in three dimensions: over time, over
people and over different activities (see Figure 1). Habitu-
ally expresses that SP are similar over time. For example,

Fig. 1. A Venn diagram representing how habitual, social and interconnected
actions come together in social practices.

commuting is habitual, because a person commutes by car
everyday. Sociality express that behaviour is similar over peo-
ple. For example, commuting is social, because most people
associate commuting with a car. Interconnectivity expresses
that behaviour is similar for different activities. For example,
commuting is interconnected, because most people associate
both shopping and commuting with a car. SPs thus truly
capture our everyday doings and saying: behaviour that is
expected to follow a predictable pattern as its similar with
respect to time, people or other activities.

To connect SPT to ABM we need to connect the collective
view of SPT and the individual view of agents. [26] sees SPT
as a way to abstract away from the individual. They see SPs as
a collective entity that recruits or loses host (i.e. agents) over
time. In contrast, [27] views SP as a way to connect agency
and social structures. In the same line, [15] brings agency
back on the table and connects collective concepts related
to SPs (e.g., values, norms) with individual agent concepts
(e.g., goals, beliefs). For ABM it is in particular important to
connect the individual and collective view, because ABM uses
agents as a primary concept and aims to connect the micro
(individual) with the macro (collective).

To extract requirements for integrating SPT and agent
models, the following subsections discuss in more detail how
SPs relate to habits, sociality and interconnectedness. Each
subsection connects the collective view of SPs to the individual
view of agents. We end each subsection with a number of
requirements for integrating SPs in ABM.

A. Social Practices and Habits

SPs and habits both describe behaviour that is similar over
time. SPT studies repetitive behaviour on a collective level
and is interested in what aspects of a SP exactly repeat [8],
[10]. Social psychologists study repetitive behaviour from the
individual perspective as ‘habits’. They use the term ‘habit’
to refer to a phenomenon whereby behaviour persists because
it has become an automatic response to a particular, regularly
encountered, context [28].
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We differentiate between two views on habits: habits as a
behavioural dynamic notion and habits as a cognitive static
notion. The switch from the behavioural view to the cognitive
view entails that habits are not merely observable behaviour,
but also mental phenomena. For example, one can refer to
the habitual behaviour car-driving or the habitual cognitive
connection between commuting and car-driving. The static
view entails that habits are not only the repeated behaviour
over time but also a mental configuration that persists in the
mind (irrespective of the times when the behaviour is actually
carried out). For example, one can express a habit dynamically
as ‘to use the car everyday’ or statically as ‘at this moment
there is a strong mental connection between the car and
commuting’. An agent model that integrates SPT thus needs
not only a representation of the dynamic decision, update and
reasoning algorithms, but it also needs to provide the static
configuration of objects, variables and relations. Thus, the
model should provide researchers with the primary concepts
and relations to model agents that make habitual decisions,
updates and reason about habituality.

Models that aim to express habitual decisions and updates
need to contrast these with intentional decisions and updates
[19], [29], [30]. We follow Wood and Moors by recognizing
that the automaticity of habits entails unintentional, uncontrol-
lable, goal independent, autonomous, purely stimulus-driven,
unconscious, efficient, and fast behaviour [20], [29]. The auto-
maticity of habits gains meaning when contrasted with another
decision mode: intentional decisions. Furthermore, habits and
intentions interact and habitual decisions and updates are a
product of this interaction [29]. For example, a car-driving
habit emerges when agents intentionally drive cars over a long
enough period of time. To model the automaticity of habits
and interaction with non-habitual behaviour, the model should
enable agents to differentiate between habits and intentions.

Habits are sensitive to contextual triggers. For example, the
context ‘home’ can trigger the habit of taking the car (whereas
the context ‘hotel’ might not). To be more precise: habitual
decisions are triggered by particular context-elements (that
together comprise the whole context) [29]. For example, the
context ‘home’ consists of several context-elements, such as,
‘your house’, ‘breakfast time’, ‘kids at home’, that together
trigger your car-driving habit. The strength of these ‘context
element’-action relations is a continuous instead of a discrete
parameter (e.g., a coffee machine is a slightly stronger habitual
trigger than a colleague) [20]. Thus, to form the basis of
habitual decisions, the model should enable habitual relations
between an action and a context-element where the strength
of that relationship is a continuous parameter.

The literature on habits differs in what they consider as
context-elements. The common factor in these definitions
is that context-elements are physical tangible resources or
locations [29], [31], [32]. For example, nearby cigarettes can
trigger a habit of smoking. Wider definitions of context-
elements allow timepoints, other activities [31] and/or other
people to trigger habits [29]. We choose the wider definition
because it matches how habituality is described in SPT. [9]
emphasized that habituality in SP does not only refer to
physical resources but to mental associations as well. Thus

the model should capture that context-elements can comprise
resources, activities, locations, timepoints or other people.

Habits depend on their actors. First, the strength of the
habitual connection between context and actions is agent-
specific. Bob’s habit to take the train is not the same as Alice’s
habit to take the train. Second, how the strength changes
over time differs per human. [32] empirically studied this
strength gain in an experiment where subjects were asked
to do the same action daily in the same context and report
on automaticity. The subjects reported an increase in habit
strength that followed a different asymptotic curve per subject
and converged at a different maximum habit strength per
subject. The model thus needs to enable agents to differ in
the strength of the habitual connection, the maximum of this
strength and the function over time to reach this maximum.

A habit is sensitive to the attention attributed to a decision
[33]. The more attention attributed to the decision the lower
the chance the action is done out of habit. The literature on the
regulation of attention is extensive (e.g., see [34], [35] for an
overview) and it goes too far to capture this concept in detail in
this paper. Enough to say here is that the model should capture
that agents can vary in their attention at different moments in
time.

Intentional actions contrast with habitual behaviour as in-
tentional actions are attempts to achieve some abstract aim
[36]. Examples of concepts that capture this abstract aim are
goals, desires, values, motives [36], [37]. The model should
provide a concept that captures the abstract aim intentions are
directed at.

The following requirements summarize this section:
H.1 The model should capture the similarity of behaviour

over time.
H.2 The model should provide researchers with the pri-

mary concepts and relations to model agents that make
habitual decisions, updates and reason about habituality.

H.3 The model should provide researchers with the pri-
mary concepts and relations to model agents that differ-
entiate between habits and intentions.

H.4 The model should support habitual relations between
an action and a context-element where the strength of that
relationship is a continuous parameter.

H.5 The model should capture that context-elements can
comprise resources, activities, location, timepoints or
other people.

H.6 The model should capture that agents can differ in
a) the strength of a habitual connection
b) the maximum strength of a habitual connection
c) the time to reach this maximum
d) the amount of attention they attribute to a decision
H.7 The model should provide a concept that captures the

abstract aim intentions are directed at.

B. Social Practices and Sociality

SPs and sociality are connected because both focus on the
similarity of behaviour over people. SPT focuses on sociality
primarily as a static group notion emphasizing that we have a
similar view on the world that can be organized in terms of
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our SPs. Social intelligence focuses on sociality as a dynamic
individual notion emphasizing our ability to act wisely in
interactions. This paper uses the literature on SPs and social
intelligence to identify what is required to model that SPs are
social.

There is a variety of definitions on what it means for an
agent to be social or socially intelligent. For Thorndike its
the ability to act wisely in interactions [22]. This is close to
the layman idea of sociality: an activity that is done in the
presence of other people. For Goleman, it means that agents
have social awareness and social influence [38]. For [15] its
the ability to form expectations about the behaviour of others
and react to them. The commonality in these views is that
there is some information to be had about other people and
that this information is used to guide (social) decisions and
(social) updates. The model should provide primary concepts
and relations that capture this social information and enable
agents to make socially intelligent decisions, update social
information and reason about collective concepts.

In the agent literature, there has been an evolvement about
which primary concepts should be used to do this social
decision-making, updating and reasoning. A first series of
papers uses agents that only take into consideration the actions
of others. For example, in the Consumat model [39] an
agent takes into consideration what most other agents do.
[40] emphasized that we need to extend such models to also
consider the mental state of other agents. He claims the notion
of social action cannot be a behavioural notion - just based
on an external description, because what makes the action
social is that it is based on certain mental states. A second
series of papers focuses on such a representation of the mind
of other agents based on individual notions such as beliefs,
desires and intentions [41], [42]. Sociality is introduced as a
secondary notion. For example, as the ability to form beliefs
about other’s goals [42] or as a mechanism to filter its intention
to a socially desired set [41]. [14], [37], [43] argued that
humans are at the core social beings and thus use social
concepts as a primary concept. [44] agrees and sees these
social concepts as the “new micro-foundations” for agent
decision-making. We view social concepts here as referring
to reasoning concepts that depend on being collective (and
henceforth call them ‘collective concepts’). For example, the
notion of culture is hard to imagine without multiple agents. A
third series of papers focuses on these collective concepts. For
example, values [45], [46], norms [47], trust [48] and culture
[49]. What characterizes this work is to use a collective notion
in the individual reasoning of an agent. For [50], it’s exactly
this ability to reason about collective concepts (e.g., culture,
or a political party) as individuals that makes us unique as
humans. Furthermore, the use of collective notion in individual
reasoning provides ABM with a way to connect the micro
and macro. We require that an agent model of SPs uses a
comprehensive set of collective concepts that support social
decision-making, updating and reasoning.

In SPT, an SP is seen as social exactly because it is a
concept that depends on being collective: they are the primary
concepts that we use to order the world around us. We
order our day by a series of practices (breakfast, commuting,

working, lunching, sports, showering, sleeping) and we have a
similar view on these practices (e.g., to commute with the car
one needs a car, believe car driving enables commuting and
value going from A to B). [9] emphasized that SPT entails
a paradigm shift: the social is captured in our collective SPs
instead of in a collective mental world (i.e., mentalism) or
collective texts (i.e., textualism). For [10] and [9] an SP is
thus social in the sense that it stores social, collective and
similar information and not necessarily in the sense that it’s
interactive. For example, one of [10]’s canonical examples
of an SP is showering, an SP that is mostly done alone.
Furthermore, SPs capture a particular view on the social world
where the social world is ordered around our daily doings and
sayings. We require that an agent model of SPs captures that
SPs relate the collective social world with the individual world
of interactions.

Whereas SPT makes a point of using SP to take a col-
lective view on behaviour that does not concern individual
interactions, we see SPs as a primary concept that individuals
use to guide interactions. For an SP-theorist such as [9], SPs
are thus something collective, “but not in the sense of a
mere sum of the content of single minds, but in a time-space
transcending non-subjective way”. Although SPs thus emerge
from individual enactments, [9] views it as a completely
separate collective entity. [10] argued that what makes SPT
valuable is, in particular, this shift from the individual view to
the collective view. Individuals are merely carries or host that
are used by the SP to spread around. [10] sees SPT as a way to
break with the view that behaviour is the result of individual
decision-making. In contrast, for an agent theorist such as [15],
SPs are an entity that (also) exist on the level of individual
decision-making. As mentioned before, [15], [17] see SP as
useful for individual interactions just because it exists on both
levels: the individual and the collective level. For agent-based
modelling, in particular, its important to follow this second
line of reasoning and include both the individual (micro) and
collective (macro) view in our understanding of the social
world. SPs are one way to model social information around
a structure that exists both the individual and collective level:
practices. We require that an agent model of SPs supports
agents that order social information around their practices.

By looking at SP from both an individual and collective
viewpoint, we notice that these two views do not always
match. In other words, there are multiple views possible on
the same SP. For example, one can view car-driving as an
action that promotes (the value of) pleasure or that demotes
pleasure. Moreover, humans differ between what they believe
an SP comprises and what they believe others believe an SP
comprises. From the viewpoint of the individual, one can
differ between a personal view and a collective view on an
SP. For example, one believes that car-driving is usually seen
as a means for transport but believes him or herself it’s a
fun activity. These personal and collective aspects of a view
can differ: one can believe in a personal view on something
without believing this view is collective or one can believe
something is the collective view without believing in this view.
We require that agents have beliefs about both their individual
view on an SP as well as a collective view on an SP.
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There is a difference between the collective view on an SP
from the viewpoint of the modeller and the viewpoint of the
agent. The modeller can see what beliefs are truly collective
among all agents: the modeller can extract the collective SP
from a model. For example, a modeller might extract that there
are individually different beliefs about the relation between
car-driving and pleasure, but that all individuals believe that
to car-drive one needs a car. In contrast, the agents themselves
have to guess what others believe and these guesses differ. For
example, one agent believes that most others see car-driving
as pleasurable while other agents believe there are individual
differences. There is a reciprocal dynamic between the beliefs
that are truly collective among all agents and the collective
view of each individual agent.2 A modeller is able to extract
the true collective view from the fine-grained collective views
of agents, but not vice-versa. Therefore we require that an
agent model of SPs supports a collective view that can differ
from agent to agent.

This view also makes clear that SPT only considers a subset
of social intelligence. SPT takes a general collective view
on our daily activities; SPs are a heuristic where humans
generalize over a group of people. This contrasts with another
strand of social intelligence called the theory of mind (ToM).
Studies on ToM study human’s ability to create a mental model
of others’ beliefs. [51]. In contrast with SPT, studies on ToM
consider beliefs about specific others and chains of beliefs.
For example, one can belief John beliefs car-driving is fun or
belief that John beliefs that I believe that John believes car
driving is fun. These aspects are out of the scope of SPT. SPs
are a heuristic that considers only two agents: itself or the
group. For example, when greeting someone in most cases it
suffices to know that most people view greeting as polite and
see shaking hands as a part of greeting. SP focuses on the
social intelligence that works in most situations, in contrast,
research on the theory of mind treats particular cases where
more in-depth reasoning is needed. We thus require that an
agent model of SPs supports both a personal and collective
view on SP (but not necessarily beliefs about particular others
or chains of beliefs).

The following requirements summarize this section:
SI.1 The model should capture the similarity of behaviour
over people.

SI.2 The model should provide researchers with the pri-
mary concepts and relations to model agents that make
socially intelligent decisions, updates and reason about
collective concepts.

SI.3 The model should use a comprehensive set of collec-
tive concepts that support social decision-making, updat-
ing and reasoning.

SI.4 The model should enable agents to order social
information around their practices.

SI.5 The model should capture that social practices relate
the collective social world with the individual world of
interactions.

SI.6 The model should capture that agents have a personal
view on a social practice.

SI.7 The model should capture that agents have a collec-
tive view on a social practice.

SI.8 The model should enable agents to have a different
personal view than their collective view.

SI.9 The model should enable agents to each have a
different collective view on a social practice.

C. Social Practices and Interconnectivity

SPs and interconnectivity are connected because they both
focus on the similarity of behaviour over different activities.
Activities here refer to bodily movements. SPT focusses on
interconnectivity on an abstract level of activity. For example,
it discusses how the work-commute and school-commute are
connected because they both use the car as a resource. The
agent literature focuses on interconnectivity on a concrete
level of activity. For example, it discusses how commuting
comprises getting the car keys, driving the car and arriving at
work. SPs and agent activities thus exist at different levels of
abstraction, but both comprise bodily movements. As we will
discuss in the next section, we view agent activities as part
of SPs. This section uses the literature on agents and SPs to
identify what is required to model that SPs are interconnected.

SPT argues that if SPs are connected in some aspects, then
they become more connected in other aspects too [10]. For
example, [10] mentions how in the early days of driving,
cars easily broke down. To be able to drive a car one needed
the competence to repair it. The SP of driving thus became
connected with other SPs that related to the competence of
repairing, for instance, plumbing or carpeting. The meaning
of these SPs as something masculine influenced the meaning
of car driving. Car driving and plumbing now share a mas-
culine meaning. The model should provide researchers with
the primary concepts and relations to model that if SPs are
connected, they become more connected.

In the agent literature, activities are interconnected to enable
agents to make decisions and inferences. [52] connects activ-
ities via goals in the agent GOAL language. For example, the
goal of a successful day can be split up in you being in the car,
you being at work and you being home. [52] views goals as
states of the world and activities as ways to reach the state. In
contrast, research on language protocols [53] uses activities as
their primary concepts and specifies relations between them.
A common factor in this work is that its necessary to define
the relation between activities to enable agents to decide what
to do next and reason about the properties of activities. Recent
work in SPT reflects this view. For example, [11] found
that interviewees decide to take the car, because they aim to
connect leisure activities, healthcare activities and shopping
activities. The model should provide the primary concepts and
relations to enable agents to make interconnected decisions,
updates and reason about the interconnectedness of activities,

In SPT, SPs are interconnected in terms of time, space
or common elements [10]. First, SPs connect when they are
enacted at the same time or in sequence. For example, the SP
of breakfast and commuting are interconnected because they
happen around the same time. Second, SPs connect when they
are enacted in the same space. For example, the SP of working
and getting coffee are connected because they are happening in
the same place. Third, SPs are connected when they share an
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element. For example, in the early mentioned example of [10]
plumbing and car-driving are connected via the competence of
repairing and the meaning of masculinity. The model should
express that SPs are connected in terms of time, space and
common elements.

From the agent perspective, [54]–[57] classified activities
and studied in which possible ways activities relate. The
central aim of this work is to recognize activities in the context
of smart homes. For example, to recognize that a person is
cooking, because he or she boils water and is looking for a
cutting board. [57] makes a difference between actions and
sequential activities.3 Actions are atomic. Sequential activities
are an ordered sequence of actions. For example, commuting
is a sequence of taking the kids to school and going to work.
Note that from this point on we will separate between activities
and actions. Activities refer to any bodily movement (i.e.,
actions and sequential activities). Actions refer to the subset
of activities that are atomic. The model should differentiate
between different types of activities: atomic actions and se-
quential activities (an ordered sequence of actions).

[57] separate two types of relations between activities:
an ontological and temporal relation.4 The ontological part
describes relations between actions such as subsumptions,
equivalence or disjointness. For example, taking the train to
school is a kind of commuting. A temporal relation encodes
qualitative information regarding time. For example, the user
performs two activities after another. This ontological and
temporal information can be used by agents to decide what to
do next or to make inferences. For example, humans infer that
if taking the car to work is environmentally unfriendly then
taking the car to school might be as well. The model should
capture these temporal and ontological relations between ac-
tivities to enable agents to make decisions and inferences.

The following requirements summarize this section:
I.1 The model should capture the similarity of behaviour

over different activities.
I.2 The model should provide researchers with the pri-
mary concepts and relations to model agents that make
interconnected decisions, updates and reason about the
interconnectedness of activities.

I.3 The model should express that social practices are
connected in terms of time, space and common elements.

I.4 The model should differentiate between different types
of activities: atomic actions and sequential activities (an
ordered sequence of actions).

I.5 The model should capture both temporal and ontolog-
ical relations between activities to enable agents to make
decisions and inferences.

III. EVALUATION OF CURRENT AGENT MODELS

We evaluate for 11 domain-independent agent-based models
to what extent they satisfy the requirements for integrating
SPT in agent models. These models are not designed to satisfy
our requirements, they have their own purpose. However, the
comparison makes clear that if one wants to integrate SPs in
agent-based models current models do not suffice. To select
related models, we use the overview by Balke and Gilbert

[18], but omit neuro-cognitive models because they study the
neurology of the mind as viewed from the outside, while we
are interested in a socio-cognitive view on the mind as we
experience it from the inside. We add two relevant domain-
independent agent-based models published after the review of
[18]: MAIA [58] and Agent-0 [59]. 5 MAIA is relevant as it
aims to integrate sociaility with ABM and adds a new concept
of roles. Agent-0 is relevant as it aims to integrate three
decision-making modules that include a context-dependent
module and a social module. Using this method we come to
a list of the following 11 domain-independent agent models:
PRS [60], BDI [61], eBDI [62], BOID [41], BRIDGE [63],
EMIL-A [64], NOA [65], MAIA [58], Consumat [39], [66],
PECS [67] and Agent-0 [59].

We divide these agent-based models into three categories:
reasoning models, normative models and social-psychological
models. Reasoning models first emphasized autonomy, reac-
tivity (e.g., PRS) and later added proactivity (e.g., BDI, eBDI).
When it became clear that adding agent-communication lan-
guage to such models does not suffice to successfully represent
sociality in humans, researchers focused on adding norms to
agent models [68], [69]. Normative agent models focus on
different types of norms: social norms (e.g., EMIL-A), deonto-
logical norms (e.g., BOID) or both (e.g., MAIA); and different
dynamics within norms: norm innovation (e.g., EMIL-A) or
norm enforcement (e.g., BOID). Last, some researchers took
their inspiration more directly from social-psychological liter-
ature and combined several socio-psychological mechanisms
in one model (i.e., Consumat, PECS, Agent-0). Reasoning
models, normative models, social-psychological models thus
represent three categories in ABM that relate in a similar way
to our requirements.

The remainder of this section compares the reasoning, nor-
mative, and social psychological models to our requirements
on habituality, sociality and interconnectivity. If there are
differences between the models within the category, then we
follow the charitable principle; the comment in the table refers
to the model(s) that relate(s) most closely to our requirement
and the(se) model(s) are stated.

A. Habits

Table I shows that current agent models do not support (1)
explicit reasoning about habits, (2) context-dependent habits
and (3) individual learning concerning habits. In more detail:

H1-2: Current agent models do not support explicit rea-
soning about habits. Reasoning agents and normative agents
do not make explicit habitual decision and updates or reason
about habituality. Norms differ from habits in that they refer to
similarity over people (e.g., most people usually drive a car),
whereas habits refer to similarity over time for one individual
(e.g., I usually drive a car). Consumat models habitual deci-
sions by giving the agent a chance to repeat past behaviour
[39]. However, there is no explicit variable capturing the
properties of habits (e.g., the strength of the habit). Therefore,
the Consumat agent makes habitual decisions but is not able
to reason about habits. In summary, some agent models make
habitual decisions (Consumat), but none reason about habits.
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TABLE I
HABITUALITY: VERIFICATION AND EXPLANATION OF DIFFERENT AGENT MODELS WITH RESPECT TO OUR REQUIREMENTS. THE ‘?’-COLUMN

DENOTES WEATHER THE REQUIREMENT IS UNSATISFIED (7), SOMEWHAT SATISFIED (∼) OR SATISFIED (3) BY THE AGENT MODEL.

Requirements Reasoning Models Normative Models Social-Psychological Models
(PRS, BDI, eBDI) (BOID, BRIDGE, EMIL-A, NOA, MAIA) (Consumat, PECS, Agent-0)

Nr. Shorthand ? Explanation ? Explanation ? Explanation

H1-2 similarity over time
captured in habits 7 no explicit habitual reasoning 7

norms do not refer to individual
repetition ∼ habitual decisions, but no

reasoning about habits

H3 habits and intentions ∼ no, but reactivity and
deliberation ∼ no, but reactivity and deliberation 3

habits and intentions
(Consumat)

H4 action-‘context-element’
relation ∼ no difference between

pre-condition and trigger ∼ no difference between pre-condition
and trigger ∼ only in one module

(Agent-0)

H5 a context-element
comprises 7

activities, time and agents
are not context-elements 7

activities, time and agents are not
context-elements 7

activities, time and agents
are not context-elements

H6 agents differ in their
habits 7

reactivity is not adaptive nor
agent-specific 7

reactivity is not adaptive nor
agent-specific ∼ only due to experience

H7 intentions are directed at
an abstract aim 3

intentions are a primary
concept 3

captured by intentions, utility, goals
or normative goals 3

intentions are captured by
utility-maximization

H3: Only the Consumat agent has both a habitual and
intentional decision mode. However, habitual decision-making
in the Consumat is not context-dependent (H4-H5) or agent-
specific (H6). Reasoning models and normative models aim
for reactivity instead of habituality. Reactivity matches ha-
bituality in that it requires agent models to react to the
environment (i.e., context) in a timely fashion [70]. Reactivity
(in current implementations) differs from habituality in that it
confounds pre-conditions and triggers (H4), does not consider
agents and activities to be context-elements (H5) and is
not adaptive or agent-specific (H6).6 All agent models have
an intentional mode of decision-making (sometimes called
deliberate decision-making or rational decision-making) (H7).
In summary, current agent models all have an intentional mode
of decision-making, but only the Consumat also has a habitual
decision mode (which has several limitations we will now
expand on).

H4: Some agent models conceptualize context-action re-
lations, but they confound pre-conditions and triggers. Rea-
soning models and normative models confound pre-conditions
and habitual triggers [15]. Pre-conditions (or as [15] calls
them: affordances) relate context-elements to when an action
is possible, whereas habitual triggers relate context-elements
to priorities over actions. Confounding pre-conditions and
triggers leads to unintentional prioritization in reasoning and
normative models [15].7 In Agent-0 one of the three decision-
making modules (the affective one) uses context to determine
the appropriate fear reaction. However, this differs from habits
where the conditioning happens directly between the context
and action. Although the Consumat agent has a habitual
decision-making mode, the habit is not sensitive to the context.
For example, it is not relevant if the agent is at home or in the
office to repeat past behaviour (instead repetition depends on
the current satisfaction of the Consumat agent). In summary,
reasoning models and normative confound pre-conditions and
triggers and only one social-psychological model (Agent-0)
supports context-action relations, but only in one module.

H5: Current agent models do not consider other activities,
timepoints or agents to be context-elements. Although we
found no formal definitions as specifications are example-

based, instances of context-element in the models refer only
to resources or locations.

H6: Current agent models do not model adaptive and agent-
specific reactions to the context. Reasoning and normative
models hard-code the reaction to the environment (at all times
and for all agents) in the form of plans. Agents thus do not
learn an agent-specific reaction to the environment over time.
In the Consumat model, the experience of an agent influences
its propensity to repeat past behaviour. However, there are
no agent-specific parameters that specify an agent’s personal
tendency to go into a habit or develop stronger habits over
time. In summary, in some agent models (Consumat) habits
depend on experience, but in none of the agent models, the
agents have a personal tendency to go into habits or develop
stronger habits over time.

H7: Current agent models all have intentions that are direct
at an abstract aim. In reasoning and most normative models
intention is a primary concept. In normative models, intentions
are captured by utility (MAIA), goals (EMIL-A) or normative
goals (EMIL-A). In social-psychological models, intentions
are captured by utility-maximization. Current agent models
thus capture intentions either as a primary concept or reframe
it as goals or utility-maximization.

B. Sociality

Table II shows that current models do not use a compre-
hensive set of collective concepts, order information around
actions and relate individual and collective concepts in order
to guide interactions. In more detail:

S1: Only normative models have an explicit concept that
denotes a similarity over people. Norms denote the similarity
of actions over people (e.g., most people drive a car). However,
normative models do not conceptualize the similarity of people
concerning other mental constructs in the model. For example,
no concept expresses that most people have a certain goal
or that most people relate a certain action to a certain goal.
In reasoning models, agents enact the same actions, goals or
plans, but there is no explicit concept capturing this similarity.
Models for the theory of mind and mental models enhance
the architecture of BDI agents (see e.g., [42], [71]). Although
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TABLE II
SOCIALITY: VERIFICATION AND EXPLANATION OF DIFFERENT AGENT MODELS WITH RESPECT TO OUR REQUIREMENTS. THE ‘?’-COLUMN DENOTES

WEATHER THE REQUIREMENT IS UNSATISFIED (7), SOMEWHAT SATISFIED (∼) OR SATISFIED (3) BY THE AGENT MODEL.

Requirements Reasoning Models Normative Models Social-Psychological Models
(PRS, BDI, eBDI) (BOID, BRIDGE, EMIL-A, NOA, MAIA) (Consumat, PECS, Agent-0

Nr. Shorthand ? Explanation ? Explanation ? Explanation

S1 conceptualizes similarity
over people 7

only implicit in similar
actions, goals or plans 3

norms explicitly capture similarity
wrt actions 7

only implicit in similar
actions or motivations

S2 social decisions, updates
and reasoning ∼ no explicit sociality ∼ explicit decision, updates and

reasoning about norms ∼ imitation of other agents, but
no social reasoning

S3 use collective concepts 7 only emotions (eBDI) ∼ only roles (MAIA) and norms 7
only emotions (Agent-0) and
implicit norms

S4 order sociality around
practices 7

mental models are not
ordered around actions 7

mental models are not ordered
around actions 7

mental models are not
ordered around actions

S5a relate collective and
individual concepts 7

limited individual/collective
concepts and relation ∼ only relates personal actions and

collective actions 7
limited individual/collective
concepts and relation

S5b use collective concepts to
guide interactions 7

no, because of limitations in
S5a ∼ does not adequately relate norms to

habits in interactions 7
no, because of limitations in
S5a

S6-9 different personal and
collective view 7 no collective view 3

agents each track a local norm wrt
actions 3

agents each track a local
norm wrt actions

these approaches model some aspects of the collective social
world they are not systematically build-up from collective
concepts such as values, culture, norms or social practices.
This comment is in line with [37]. Likewise, in social psycho-
logical models, agents enact similar actions or have similar
motivational concepts (e.g., needs in Consumat or fears in
Agent-0), but they do not have explicit concepts capturing
similarities and dissimilarities and these agents do not reason
about such similarities. In summary, reasoning and social-
psychological models have no explicit concept that denotes the
similarity of agents; normative models capture the similarity
of people with respect to actions as a characteristic of the
concept norm.

S2: There are aspects of social intelligence that fall outside
the scope of this paper, therefore we withhold from a complete
evaluation on the ability of models to do social decision,
updates and reasoning. Recall that this paper looks at the
intersection of social practices and social intelligence (section
II-B) and aspects like ToM or social impact are not required
of a social practice model. Having said that, different agent
models emphasize sociality to a different extent. This results
in differences in how explicit these models incorporate social
decisions, updates and reasoning: the reasoning models do
not emphasize explicit sociality, the normative models empha-
size sociality wrt norms and the social-psychological models
emphasize social mechanisms more than explicit collective
concepts and reasoning. The details of these differences are
covered in the following sub-sub sections that treat S3-S9.
In summary, we state the differences concerning S2 that are
relevant for this paper in the next sub-sub sections but withhold
from a complete evaluation of the models concerning S2.

S3: Current agent models do not use a comprehensive set of
collective concepts. For example, there is no concept of values,
culture or identity. Reasoning models only use individual
concepts: beliefs, desires and intentions and eBDI adds one
collective concept to this list: emotions. Normative models
focus on the concept of norms and MAIA uses the concept of
role to denote the subset of agents that are similar in their

goals or norms. Social-psychological models use emotions
(Agent-0) and social mechanisms (imitation), but no explicit
collective concepts. In summary, the current agent models use
some collective concepts (norms, emotions, roles), but omit
others (values, culture and identity).

S4: Current agent models do not order sociality around
practices. Reasoning models, normative models and social-
psychological models do not conceptualize practices but do
have a concept of action. Because practices are a series of
actions, we instead inquire: do current agent models order
their information around these actions? More precisely, do
current agent models conceptualize the relation between each
action and each other concept within the model and use
these relations to understand each other? We find that they
do not. In reasoning and normative models, actions, desires
and intentions are linked via plans. This does not specify
for every action if the action promotes a desire or not. In
social-psychological models, agents conceptualize the relation
between actions and mental concepts (e.g., needs) and physical
concepts (i.e., in the fear-module of Agent-0), but not other
actions. Because actions (and their relation with other concepts
within the model) do not take center stage, they are not
used to form mental models of other agents (i.e., order social
information). In summary, as agents do not use actions and
practices as a central component of their model these cannot
be used to order social information.

S5: Through comparison with current models, we found
that requirement SI.5 needs to be evaluated on two aspects.
Requirement SI.5 states that the model should capture that
social practices relate the collective social world with the
individual world of interaction. This encompasses two as-
pects. First, sociality requires that the agent model connects
collective concepts to individual concepts (SI.5a). Second,
sociality requires that agents use collective concepts to guide
interactions (SI.5b). We now continue to evaluate current agent
models on both these aspects.

S5a: Current models do not relate individual concepts to
collective concepts, because they do not comprise both the
individual and collective concepts or because the ontology
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does not relate them adequately. First, all of the evaluated
models lack collective concepts. In particular, values, culture
or identity. Second, all models lack individual concepts. In
particular, habits (except, as discussed, the Consumat model).
Habits form the individual counterpart to norms. Where habits
state what an individual mostly does, given a certain situation,
norms state what the collective mostly does, given a certain
situation. None of the models (including normative models)
relate habits explicitly to norms. Third, for some models,
the individual and collective concept is included but not ade-
quately connected. We give two examples (in these examples
the collective and individual concept have the same name):

• all models do have a concept of the physical world, which
is both an individual and collective concept, but do not
reason about the fact that the physical world is collective.
The models do not reason about the fact that others, given
the current physical context, will do the same action as
they do, or have the same desire (BDI), same emotion
(agent-0) or same need (Consumat).8.

• none of the models reasons about the fact that the moti-
vational constructs they use are collective. The models do
not reason about the fact that most other agents have the
same desires (reasoning and normative models), emotions
or needs as themselves.

In summary, current models do not relate individual concepts
to collective concepts, because they do not comprise certain
individual concepts (i.e., contextualized habits) and collective
concepts ((i.e., values, culture or identity) or because the on-
tology does not relate them adequately (i.e., physical context,
desires, emotions, needs).

S5b: Current agent models are limited in guiding inter-
actions because they do not relate individual and collec-
tive concepts. The different cases of limited individual and
collective connection (S5a) have a direct consequence for
guiding interactions. First, if an agent model does not comprise
a collective concept (e.g., culture), the agent cannot form
expectations of other agents that are based on that concept
(e.g., the other agent does not shake hands because that’s not
part of its culture). Second, if a model does not comprise
an individual concept (e.g., habits), the agent cannot reason
about the collectiveness of this individual concept (e.g., most
other people will also have the habit to drive to work, so I
can ask someone to carpool with). Third, if a model does
not make an adequate connection between an individual and
collective concept (e.g., the individual and collective view on
motivation), the agent cannot use its mental model to form
expectations about others (e.g., most other people will also
have a desire to be healthy).9 In summary, in current agent
models agents are limited in guiding interactions, because they
cannot form expectations regarding collective concepts they
do not conceptualize or use their mental model as a proxy for
others.

S6-9: Normative and social-psychological models agents
have a different personal and collective view on actions. In
these models, agent each have a different view on the best
action based on their intentions (i.e., intentions or utility-
maximization). Besides, they have a different view on what
the collective views as the best action. In BOID and BRIDGE,

this collective view is expressed in the different obligations
that hold for different agents. In MAIA [58], this collective
view is expressed in roles, where a different role for an agent
means a different conceptualization of the norm. In Consumat
and Agent-0, this collective view expressed in the form of a
local norm: agents each imitate the agents around them and
thus have a different view on what the collective best action
holds. Because none of the models connects other individual
and collective concepts, the agents do not have a different
personal and collective view on these concepts.10 In summary,
in normative and social-psychological models each agent has
a different personal and collective view on actions, but not on
other concepts.

C. Interconnectivity

Table III shows that current models do not make explicit
relations between activities, between each activities and each
other model concept (e,g., desires, context) nor model hi-
erarchies of activities. Reasoning and some normative mod-
els (BOID, BRIDGE) do have plans that implicitly con-
nect activities and context-elements and motivations. Social-
psychological models connect activities to the same motiva-
tions. However, without explicit hierarchies and connections
between activities the models do not directly support infer-
ences about the similarity of activities on a personal level (e.g.,
two activities need the same resource, need to be performed in
sequence, promote the same value) or on a social level (e.g.,
other people will need this resource). In more detail:

I1: Current models do not model an explicit similarity re-
lation between each activity. Reasoning and normative models
use plans to relate activities to other activities. The relations
between activities and the similarities in activities are implicit
in these plans. For example, two activities lead to the same
goal, because the two activities lead to two different subgoals
that eventually lead to the same goal (see [72] for BDI-based
planning). Social psychological models model relate actions
with motivational constructs in the model. For example, a
certain action satisfies a certain need (Consumat), fear or
rational intention (Agent-0). In summary, reasoning and nor-
mative models specify a relation between activities via plans,
all models specify relations between activities and some other
elements, but there are no explicit relations between activities
that denote the similarity.

I2: Current models focus on deciding what’s next, some
models (extensions of BDI) plan ahead, but none reason about
the interconnectivity of activities. Reasoning and normative
models use plans to make decisions and reason about the
interconnection of activities. BDI-based models in particular
reason about what is the next action. [73], [74] extend such
models by planning ahead: they approach the interconnection
of actions as a coordination problem where agents search
optimal sequences of activities that satisfy a set of time
constraints. This is useful for ABS that zoom in on a small
time-scale (where precise coordination of actions with other
agents has a big influence on the overall system). However,
ABS aims to models human limitations in sequencing actions:
action sequences in humans are the sub-optimal product habits
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TABLE III
INTERCONNECTIVITY: VERIFICATION AND EXPLANATION OF DIFFERENT AGENT MODELS WITH RESPECT TO OUR REQUIREMENTS. THE ‘?’-COLUMN

DENOTES WEATHER THE REQUIREMENT IS UNSATISFIED (7), SOMEWHAT SATISFIED (∼) OR SATISFIED (3) BY THE AGENT MODEL.

Requirements Reasoning Models Normative Models Social-Psychological Models
(PRS, BDI, eBDI) (BOID, BRIDGE, EMIL-A, NOA, MAIA) (Consumat, PECS, Agent-0

Nr. Shorthand ? Explanation ? Explanation ? Explanation

I1 similar over activities 7
only implicit similarity in
plans 7

only implicit similarity in plans
(BOID, BRIDGE) and norms 7

only implicit similarity in
needs (Consumat) or
emotions and rationality
(Agent-0)

I2 interconnected decisions,
updates and reasoning ∼ use plans to decide what

next and plan ahead ∼
use plans (BOID, BRIDGE) and
norms to decide what is next, but
no reasoning

7 no planning or reasoning

I3
SPs are connected in
time, space and common
elements

∼ only implicit connection
through plans ∼ only implicit connection through

plans and norms ∼
connected to needs/emotions,
but limited spatial and no
temporal connections

I4 different types of
activities 7

no separation between
different levels of
abstractness in activities

7
no separation between different
levels of abstractness in activities 7

no separation between
different levels of
abstractness in activities

I5 temporal and ontological
connections ∼ implicit connection through

plans ∼ implicit connection through plans 7
no temporal and ontological
relations

and, coordination between humans is based on the limited
beliefs agents have about others. Reasoning and normative
models do not emphasize making inferences using the inter-
connection of activities to further resource management or
social expectations. For example, agents do not reason that
‘car commuting to school’ relates to ‘car commuting’ and
therefore cannot infer that the resource ‘car’ relates to the
abstract activity of ‘commuting’. As a consequence, the agent
does not immedatly know that it will need a car to commute
nor is the agent able to form expectations about others needing
a car to commute (also see Section IV about the interplay of
sociality and interconnectivity). Social-psychological models
focus on deciding what is next, but do not plan ahead nor
reason about the interconnectivity of models. In summary, all
models focus on deciding what’s next, some extensions of BDI
models focus on optimal plans, but none emphasize reasoning
about the interconnectivity of activities.

I3: Current reasoning and normative model link tempo-
ral, spatial and elemental through plans. Social-psychological
models connect activities directly to motivational constructs.
Agent-0 makes a spatial connection between activities in the
fear-module by making the fear an agent experiences context-
dependent. All other explicit temporal and/or spatial relation-
ships have to be specified by the designer of the system.
However, there are no further spatial and no temporal connec-
tions in the model. In summary, in reasoning and normative
models the connection of activities (temporal, spatial, to other
elements) is implicit in plans; in social-psychological models,
actions are connected directly to motivational constructs, but
there are no temporal and limited spatial (only Agent-0 and
only in one module) connections.

I4: Current agent models do not have different types of
activities. BDI-based models (eBDI, BOID, BRIDGE) are
centered around states of the world: goals/desires are states
of the world and agents have beliefs about these states being
currently true or not true. For example, an agent reasons
that it wants to go from state on(block-a, floor) to
on(block-a, block-b) and therefore first moves block-

b on the table and then block-a on block-b, but does not have
explicit knowledge about the sequence of activities it should
take. Social-psychological models emphasize the mental mod-
els of agents modelled around motivational construct (e.g., an
agent has a disposition towards this need or this fear), but
do not focus on hierarchies of activities. In summary, current
models do not have different types of activities, because they
take states of the world or agents – and not activities - as the
primary concepts of their reasoning.

I5: Current models have implicit (reasoning and normative),
limited or no (social-psychological) temporal and ontological
relations between activities. As mentioned by now, reasoning
and normative models make connections between activities
via plans, but these are not explicit. For example, there
are no statements about ‘car commuting’ being a kind-of
‘commuting’ or ‘bringing your kids to school’ being a part-of
‘commuting’. Social-psychological models make no temporal
or ontological relation between activities.

IV. DISCUSSION

The agent models we reviewed are all Turing-complete: they
are expressive enough to simulate the computational aspects
of any general-purpose computer or computer language. How-
ever, we did not evaluate the models on their ability to make
certain calculations, but on the extent to which they emphasize
concepts and relations from SPT. This entails that the model
expresses the semantics of the concept: it models the meaning
of the concept by specifying the relation with other objects
and imposing certain restrictions on the allowed deductions.
Thus we make a difference between ‘enabling’ in a wider
sense (i.e., allowing certain computations) and ‘enabling’ in
a narrow sense (i.e., supporting modellers to express certain
semantics). A good example to illustrate this difference lies in
how habits are modelled. Reasoning models enable — in the
wider sense — the modeller to simulate habitual behaviour
in an agent: a series of very-specific plans ensures that the
agent keeps repeating the behaviour in a certain context.
However, they do not enable — in the narrow sense — the
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modeller to specify and interpret habitual behaviour. Likewise,
the Consumat model enables — in the wider sense — the
modeller to simulate content-dependent habits: a series of
very specific needs and actions ensures the agents only repeat
their behaviour in a certain context. However, it does not
specify the semantics of context-dependent habits enabling,
for example, the direct comparison between (the strength of)
two habitual context-action relations. In both cases, the models
would become difficult to manage and interpret if one wants to
analyze habits. In summary, we are not interested in enabling
modellers to make certain computations, but in enabling
modellers to express the semantics of habits, sociality and
interconnectedness and integrating these aspects via primary
concepts and relations in the model.

This paper shows that current agent models do not support
(1) explicit reasoning about habits, (2) context-dependent
habits and (3) individual learning concerning habits. As shown
in Section II-A, both in SPT and social psychology habits
are recognized as a key component of behaviour. This paper
answers recent calls for thorough integration of habits in
agent models [12], [75]. By not supporting explicit reasoning
about habits, agents are not able to correctly combine habits
with other decision-making concepts. For example, an agent
is not able to reproduce the ability of humans to put itself
intentionally in a context (e.g., the desk) to trigger a habit
(e.g., to work) [29]. Without modelling how habits depend
on context the activities of agents will repeat an activity in
any context. For example, an agent is not able to reproduce
the behaviour of a person that habitually drinks coffee at
work, but tea at home. Without modelling individual learning
concerning habits an agent is not able to acquire new personal
habits or lose old ones. For example, agents are not able to
reproduce differences in humans where one person gets easily
stuck in the habit of car-driving, while another person switches
between driving a car and using a train. Concluding, new agent
models need to be developed to integrate social-psychological
research on habits in agent models.

This paper shows that current models do not use a compre-
hensive set of collective concepts, order information around
actions and relate individual and collective concepts in order
to guide interactions. As shown in Section II-B, both in SPT
and agent theory sociality is recognized as a key component
of behaviour. This paper answers recent calls for thorough
integration of sociality in agent models [24], [37], [76], [77].
Without integrating a comprehensive set of collective concepts
agents cannot fully reproduce human ability to reason about
a collective world. For example, without concepts such as
values, culture and identity an agent cannot understand why
another agent refuses to shake hands or travel by car. Although
practices (i.e., actions) are not the only concept around which
social information can be ordered, ordering information around
practices has at least two advantages: a practice is social,
that is, it exists on both the individual and collective level
(see Section II-B) and ordering social information around
practices corresponds to empirical work in neurology on social
reasoning [78]. Without connecting individual and collective
concepts, agents cannot extend their reasoning about their own
preferences to form expectations about others’ preferences.

For example, an agent cannot reason that because the agent
itself has a habit to drive a car, chances are high that others
share this habit and therefore ask a colleague to carpool. Con-
cluding, new agent models need to be developed to integrate
research on SPT and social agents to model sociality in agent
models.

This paper shows that current models do not make ex-
plicit relations between activities, between each activity and
each other model concept (e,g., desires, context) nor model
hierarchies of activities. As shown in Section II-C, in SPT,
interconnectivity is a key component of behaviour and, in
agent theory, interconnectivity is gaining evidence as a useful
way of modelling decisions. Without explicit hierarchies and
connections between activities, current models do not directly
support inferences about the similarity of activities on a
personal level (e.g., two activities need the same resource, need
to be performed in sequence, promote the same value) or on a
social level (e.g., other people will need this resource). Con-
cluding, new agent models need to be developed to integrate
SPT and agent research on interconnectivity in agent models.

To integrate SPT in ABM, we need to integrate habituality,
sociality and interconnectivity in one agent model. This paper
follows a reductionistic approach by splitting up SPT into
aspects and splitting up these aspects into requirements. This
approach has been highly successful in the physical sciences
and makes it possible to understand complex systems by
understanding the properties of presumably more basic compo-
nents. However, it gives the false impression that investigating
the organizational features of things is less informative than
investigating component properties [79].11 For example, it is
the integration of habits and interconnectivity that enables
a model to express the routine of first taking the kids to
school and then going to work. And, it is the integration
of sociality and interconnectivity that enables agents to infer
that others also connect the work-commute with the school-
commute. Thus, although some of the agent models perform
relatively well when evaluated against a single aspect or a
single requirement, to truly integrate SPT in agent models we
need to integrate habituality, sociality in interconnectivity in
one model.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper provided a set of requirements for integrating
SPT in agent models. We identified three empirically and
theoretically relevant aspects of SPT for modelling agent
decision-making: habituality, sociality and interconnectivity
(Figure 1). Section II discussed these aspects using literature
on SPT, agent theory and social psychology and provided a
list of requirements for an agent model that aims to integrate
SPT.

This paper provided an evaluation of 11 current agent
models against the requirements we elicited. We found that
current agent models do not fully capture habituality, sociality
or interconnectivity nor is there a model that aims to integrate
all three aspects. First, current agent models do not support (1)
explicit reasoning about habits, (2) context-dependent habits
and (3) individual learning concerning habits (see Table I).
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Second, current models do not use a comprehensive set of
collective concepts, order information around actions and
relate individual and collective concepts in order to guide
interactions (see Table II). Third, current models do not make
explicit relations between activities, between each activity
and each other model concept (e,g., desires, context) nor
model hierarchies of activities (see Table III). In addition
to detailing these specific differences, we discussed that to
utilize SPT in ABM, we need to integrate habituality, sociality
and interconnectivity in one agent model. In short, although
all agent models capture some aspects of SPT, none fully
captures any of the individual aspects, nor is there a model that
aims to integrate all three empirical and theoretically grounded
aspects.

This paper shows the usefulness of a computational agent
model that integrates SPT and provides requirements that help
modellers to achieve this model. As we discussed, all the agent
models we review are all Turing-complete, but they do not in-
corporate aspects from SPT as primary concepts and relations.
Therefore, modellers are not supported in modelling habits,
sociality and interconnectivity. We discussed several examples
of human behaviour that current domain-independent agent
models do not support. First, without an adequate model of
habits, an agent is not able to reproduce the ability of humans
to put itself intentionally in a context (e.g., the desk) to trigger
a habit (e.g., to work). Second, without an adequate model of
sociality, an agent cannot reason that because an agent itself
has a habit to drive a car, chances are high that others share this
habit and therefore ask a colleague to carpool. Third, without
an adequate model of interconnectivity, an agent cannot reason
that because the school-commute is a kind of commuting, and
it commutes by car, the agent will also need to use the car
for a school-commute. Last, without integrating habituality,
sociality and interconnectivity in one model, agent models do
not support agents that combine habits and interconnectivity
in a routine of first taking the kids to school and then going
to work. Furthermore, the model does not support agents
that, in addition, use sociality to expect others have a similar
commuting routine and therefore decide to carpool together.
Integrating SPT in agent models will help us understand
the world in terms of three key aspects of behaviour: lazily
habitual, lovingly social and actively interlinked.
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NOTES

1A previous version of (part) of this paper is available as a pre-print [Mer-

cuur, Rijk, Virginia Dignum, and Catholijn M. Jonker. ”Modelling Agents En-

dowed with Social Practices: Static Aspects.” arXiv preprint arXiv:1811.10981

(2018)]. This improved version differs significantly in that it focuses on current

literature: it includes a review of current agent models and excludes a proposed

model. In addition, the paper has been thoroughly rewritten to increase clarity,

motivation and relevance.
2And another reciprocal relation between the individual view of the agent

and the collective view.
3 [57] identify two other types: simple activities and multi-task activities.

These types of activities enable a precise temporal activity model where,

for example, activities overlap. However, modelling these type of activities

requires a complex quantitative temporal specification that is not needed for

the longer temporal scale at which ABS studies systems.
4Note that other authors use the term ontology to refer to any kind

of relation between two objects. Temporal relations are thus a subset of

ontological relations. However, [57] uses the term ontological to refer to

inferences one can easily make in description logic, whereas he uses the

term temporal to refer to relations he can make in Allan’s temporal logic.
5We do not focus on agent-programming languages or agent communica-

tion protocols, but on conceptual or formal models of agent decision-making.
6As [18] mentioned, reactivity is modelled on the assumption behaviour

is optimal. Habituality differs in that habits are a heuristic: they are a fast

automatic response that works in most cases but can be contra-intentional.
7In addition to confounding pre-conditions and habitual triggers, reasoning

and normative models do not have a many-to-many relation between actions

and context-elements, which is necessary to express how strongly a context-

element triggers an action.
8The only exception being the MAIA model where agents reason about the

collectively of physicality through contextualized norms, that is, other agents

mostly do X given physical context Y
9This limitation connects to [12], [14], [37], [43] who state that sociality

should be ingrained in the core of their reasoning. Instead of adding extra

concepts to model sociality (e.g., by extending BDI models), the same

concepts should be used to form individual reasoning as well in forming

expectations about others. As such, sociality is not added as a layer on top

of individual reasoning but is used to shape the reasoning of the agent.
10Reasoning models that aim at representing others’ mind focus on social

expectations about specific others (e.g., [42], [80]), whereas SPT emphasizes

a heuristic humans use where they focus on the others. Humans make

assumptions about how most others view an activity [81]. We require that

models differ between themselves and ‘the group’.
11Neuroscience is an example where a nearly complete theory of synaptic

function and only a slightly less complete understanding of neurons has led

to a less dramatic understanding of human behaviour or social systems than

one envisioned [79].
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